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Introduction 
 

The Operational Plan is a document complimentary to the document entitled Recommendations for the 

Government, which, along with Strategic Document creates the Programme for non-cash payments 

development in Poland for the years 2014-2020 (Diagram 1). Taking into account the necessity to 

consider selected elements of a changing economic and social environment, during the duration of the 

above Programme, three 3-year Operational Plans will be prepared: for 2014-2016, for 2016-1018 and 

for  2018-2020. Each of them will contain tasks and actions to be implemented within three years, 

dedicated to individual participants of the Polish financial services market. The first of them, for the 

years 2014-2016, is the following document.  

Diagram 1. Programme for Non-cash Payments Development in Poland for the Years 2014-2020 

 

Program Rozwoju Obrotu Bezgotówkowego w Polsce 

na lata 2014 – 2020

Część 3

Rekomendacje dla Rządu

Część 2

Plan operacyjny na lata 

2014 - 2016

Część 1

Dokument strategiczny

 

 

This document presents proposals of actions for the non-government sector entities along with specific 

actions that should be undertaken within the framework of the aforementioned actions. Those actions 

and activities are aimed at implementing five specific strategic objectives and the main objective, set 

out in the Programme for non-cash payments development in Poland for the years 2014-2020 (map of 

the Programme is presented in Diagram 2). 

Actions contained in the Operational Plan are characterised as recommendations and create a basis to 

initiate specific activities by individual entities. It should be noted that cooperation of entities 

conducting operations on the financial services market and organizations representing them as well as 

public administration entities may greatly facilitate the achievement of the assumed strategic 

objectives and effects of actions taken. 

 

 

 

 

Programme for Non-cash Payments Development 
in Poland for the Years 2014-2020 

Part 1 
Strategic Document 

Part 2 
Operational Plan  

for 2014-2016 

Part 3 
Recommendations for the 

Government 
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Diagram 2. Map of the Programme 

Cel główny: Upowszechnienie obrotu bezgotówkowego w Polsce

Cel szczegółowy 1:

Ograniczenie wykluczenia 
finansowego

Cel szczegółowy 2:

Przełamanie barier 
mentalnościowych oraz 
zmiana przyzwyczajeń 
płatniczych konsumentów, 
przedsiębiorstw i instytucji 
publicznych w kierunku 
większego korzystania z 
obrotu bezgotówkowego

Cel szczegółowy 3:

Upowszechnienie 
infrastruktury płatniczej 
oraz sieci akceptacji 
bezgotówkowych 
instrumentów płatniczych

Cel szczegółowy 4:

Zapewnienie 
bezpieczeństwa i 
efektywności 
elektronicznych 
instrumentów płatniczych, 
poszerzenie ich oferty oraz 
rozwój innowacyjnych 
instrumentów płatniczych

Cel szczegółowy 5:

Zwiększenie 
konkurencyjności na rynku 
usług płatniczych i 
rozliczeniowych

Działanie 1.1:
Podjęcie działań mających na 
celu otwieranie i prowadzenie 
bezpłatnych lub tanich 
rachunków płatniczych i 
rozpoczęcie korzystania z 
bezgotówkowych 
instrumentów płatniczych 
wśród osób starszych (powyżej 
65 roku), wśród najmłodszych 
a także wśród osób 
nieubankowionych, w 
szczególności osób o niskich 
dochodach, mieszkańców 
mniejszych miast i wsi, osób z 
niepełnosprawnością i 
bezrobotnych

Działanie 2.1:
Działania edukacyjne i 
promocyjne w zakresie obrotu 
bezgotówkowego skierowane 
do konsumentów, 
przedsiębiorców i instytucji 
publicznych. Poszerzenie 
wśród tej grupy osób i 
podmiotów wiedzy na temat 
bezgotówkowych 
instrumentów płatniczych 
oraz usług płatniczych

Działanie 3.1:
Wspomaganie przepisami 
prawnymi rozwoju rynku 
akceptacji - analiza 
obowiązujących przepisów 
prawa

Działanie 3.2:
Analiza możliwości, zasadności 
i konieczności ingerencji 
regulatora i nadzorcy w rynek 
akceptacji kart, w 
szczególności w odniesieniu do 
podmiotów podlegających i 
niepodlegających nadzorowi

Działanie 3.3:
Aktywizacja akceptantów w 
zakresie przyjmowania 
płatności bezgotówkowych

Działanie 3.4:
Działania edukacyjne 
skierowane do szerokiej grupy 
odbiorców (konsumenci, 
zainteresowane podmioty 
komercyjne, media) na temat 
problematyki funkcjonowania 
infrastruktury nowoczesnych 
płatności

Działanie 3.5:
Poszerzenie sieci akceptacji 
płatności samorządowych, 
które mogą być dokonywane 
wyłącznie bezgotówkowo (np. 
dotacje, wypłaty 
dofinansowań, świadczeń 
społecznych)

Działanie 3.6:
Podjęcie działań edukacyjno-
promocyjnych w zakresie 
usługi cash-back

Działanie 3.7:
Działania mające na celu 
rozwój sieci bankomatów oraz 
innych urządzeń 
samoobsługowych i ich 
zakresu funkcjonalności

Działanie 2.2:
Działania dostawców usług 
płatniczych mające na celu 
upraszczanie procedur  oraz 
bardziej przyjazne podejście 
do klienta, poszerzanie stałej 
relacji z klientem, 
pozyskiwanie zaufania i jego 
pogłębianie 

Działanie 2.3:
Przeprowadzenie 
pogłębionych badań i analiz w 
zakresie obrotu 
bezgotówkowego i 
upublicznienie ich wyników

Działanie 4.1:
Działania edukacyjne oraz 
promocyjne w zakresie 
bezpieczeństwa  
elektronicznych instrumentów 
płatniczych

Działanie 4.2:
Dokonanie analizy 
dostępnych/oferowanych 
przez rynek rozwiązań 
technologicznych (np. 
przetwarzanie w chmurze) pod 
kątem ich bezpieczeństwa 
zarówno dla dostawców jak i 
beneficjentów usług 
płatniczych

Działanie 4.3:
Wspieranie i promowanie 
efektywnych dla 
beneficjentów (klientów 
indywidualnych i 
przedsiębiorców) rozwiązań 
dotyczących płatności

Działanie 4.4:
Tworzenie warunków dla 
powstawania alternatywnych 
instrumentów płatności 
bezgotówkowych, w tym 
wykorzystujących istniejącą 
infrastrukturę

Działanie 5.1:
Wspieranie innowacyjnych 
schematów płatniczych 
służących rozwojowi obrotu 
bezgotówkowego i konkurencji 
na rynku płatności

Działanie 5.2:
Wspieranie utworzenia 
proinnowacyjnego i 
konkurencyjnego polskiego 
ekosystemu płatniczego – 
platformy współpracy 
wszystkich podmiotów 
zaangażowanych w płatności

Działanie 1.2:
Wprowadzenie niezbędnych 
zmian w obowiązujących 
przepisach prawnych oraz 
regulacji promujących 
korzystanie z obrotu 
bezgotówkowego

Działanie 1.3:
Działania na rzecz 
zastępowania obsługi kasowej 
oraz dokonywania i 
akceptowania płatności 
gotówkowych w instytucjach 
sektora publicznego oraz w 
podmiotach gospodarczych, w 
szczególności u masowych 
wierzycieli, przez płatności 
bezgotówkowe

Działanie 2.4:
Wprowadzenie niezbędnych 
zmian w obowiązujących 
przepisach prawnych oraz 
regulacji promujących 
korzystanie z obrotu 
bezgotówkowego

Działanie 4.5:
Zapewnienie neutralności 
technologicznej przepisów 
prawnych dotyczących 
płatności

Działania zawarte w Planie Operacyjnym na lata 2014-2016 i 
Rekomendacji dla Rządu na lata 2014-2020

Działania zawarte w Planie Operacyjnym na lata 2014-2016

Działania zawarte w Rekomendacji dla Rządu na lata 2014-2020

Legenda:
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non-cash payments 
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Specific Objective 3: 
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and non-cash payment 
instrument acceptance 
network 
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Ensuring security and 
effectiveness of 
electronic payment 
instruments, expansion 
of their offer and 
development of 
innovative payment 
instruments 

Specific Objective 5: 
Increasing 
competitiveness on the 
payment and 
settlement services 
market 

Action 1.1. Taking measures 
aimed at opening and 
maintaining free-of-charge 
or low-cost payment 
accounts and 
commencement of their use 
by the elderly (above 65 
years of age), by the 
youngest, as well as people 
not using banking services, 
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towns or villages, the 
disabled and the 
unemployed 

Action 2.1. Educational and 
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consumers, entrepreneurs 
and public institutions. 
Enhancing knowledge on 
non-cash payment 
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of people 

Action 3.1. Facilitating the 
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acceptance market through 
legal regulations – an 
analysis of applicable legal 
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Action 4.1. Educational and 
promotional actions on 
electronic payment 
instrument security 

Action 5.1. Supporting 
innovative payment 
schemes aimed at the 
development of non-cash 
payments and competition 
in the payments market 

Action 5.2. Supporting the 
creation of a pro-
innovative and 
competitive Polish 
payment ecosystem – a 
platform of cooperation of 
all entities involved in 
payments 
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available/offered 
technological solutions on 
the market (e.g. cloud 
computing) with regard 
their security for both 
providers and beneficiaries 
of payment services 

Action 3.2. The analysis of 
the possibility, validity and 
necessity of a regulator’s 
interference in the card 
acceptance market, relating 
especially to entities subject 
to and not subject to 
supervision Action 2.2. Measures taken 

by payment service 
providers aimed at 
simplifying procedures and 
a more client-friendly 
approach, broadening fixed 
relations with the client, 
gaining and strengthening 
his trust 

Action 1.2: Introducing 
required changes in current 
legal regulations and 
regulations promoting the 
use of non-cash payments 

Action 1.3:  Actions for the 
replacement of cash service 
points and performance 
and acceptance of 
payments in cash in public 
sector institutions and 
economic entities, in 
particular at mass creditors, 
by non-cash payments 

Action 2.3. Conducting in-
depth  studies and analyses 
on non-cash payments and 
making the results public 

Action 2.4: Introducing 
required changes in current 
legal provisions and 
regulations promoting the 
use of non-cash payments 

Action 3.3. Activation of 
acceptors relating to 
acceptance of non-cash 
payments 

Action 3.4. Educational 
actions aimed for a broad 
group of respondents 
(consumers, interested 
commercial entities and 
media) on the issue of the 
functioning of modern 
payment infrastructure  

Action 3.5. Expansion of the 
acceptance network of local 
government payments 
which may be made only in 
non-cash form (e.g. 
subsidies, payments of 
grants, social benefits) 

Action 3.6. Taking 
promotional and 
educational actions  on cash 
back service 

Action 3.7. Actions aimed at 
expanding the ATM 
network and other 
customer-operated vending 
machines and their 
functionality 

Action 4.3. Supporting and 
promoting solutions 
regarding payments 
effective for beneficiaries 
(individual clients and 
entrepreneurs) 

Action 4.4. Creating 
conditions for the 
emergence of alternative 
non-cash payment 
instruments, including those 
using the existing 
infrastructure 

Action 4.5: Providing 
technological neutrality of 
legal regulations concerning 
payments 

Legend 

Actions Contained in the Operational Plan for 2014-2016 
and Recommendations for the Government for 2014-2020 

Actions Contained in the Operational Plan for 2014-2020 

Actions Contained in Recommendations for the Government 
for 2014-2020 
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Specific Objective 1 – Reduction of financial exclusion 

 

Action 1.1. Taking measures aimed at opening and maintaining free-of-charge or low-

cost payment accounts and commencement of their use by the elderly (above 65 years of 

age), by the youngest, as well as people not using banking products, especially people 

with low income, inhabitants of small towns or villages, the disabled and the 

unemployed 

 

The group least using banking services consists mostly of the unemployed, the disabled, pensioners 

and retirees, as well as people with low income and people inhabiting non-urban areas. The causes of 

such state of affairs stem from social awareness as well as a rooted habit of using cash. Additional 

factors not favouring use of banking services are low level of savings, lack of steady income, and legal 

regulations that define cash payments as a basic form of settlement. In terms of public reception, the 

costs of maintaining a bank account are a barrier to people not using banking services. This is the case 

in many European countries. In Poland, owing to high competitiveness of the banking sector and its 

high efficiency, the costs of maintaining a bank account are on the average level in Europe, and free-

of-charge accounts have been practically in use for years. It is recommended to maintain such a 

situation and refrain from actions, also regulatory actions that may raise or introduce fees related to 

payment accounts. It is necessary to introduce a standard agreement of a bank account with basic 

features in a “client friendly” form. The standard should regulate the agreement template – written in a 

communicative language as well as its appearance – a clear font and a transparent division into 

sections. 

As regards costs of maintaining an account, a significant role may be played by a directive on the 

transparency and comparability of fees related to payment accounts and access to payment accounts 

with basic features, the draft of which was prepared by the European Commission. According to the 

regulation’s impact assessment, banking fees in Poland (fees for maintaining an account, payments for 

cards, transfer orders etc.) are at an average level of the EU. It is necessary to make a detailed analysis 

of the draft and eliminate its elements that may negatively influence the development of non-cash 

payments in Poland. 

The high competitiveness of the payment services sector in Poland results in introducing new payment 

products, also for social groups previously without a dedicated product (for example, children, 

adolescents, the disabled). This trend should be consistently continued by payment service providers. 

Greater pressure should be put on the development of offers for the elderly and the disabled. 

Recently, banks have invested or are investing in modernizing the electronic banking channels, 

contact centers and the development of mobile banking. Using those channels should be even more 

intuitive and consumer friendly, also to the elderly, owing to these modernizations. The development 

of mobile banking will cause, in the long term, that clients will not need to have a classic computer, 

replacing it with a potentially cheaper mobile device.  

Amendments to current legal regulations and regulations promoting non-cash payments, as well as 

encouraging both consumers and entrepreneurs to use non-cash payments would greatly accelerate 

non-cash payments. 

Detailed activities described in this action should facilitate not only the development of product offers 

while ensuring low costs of basic products in the Polish payment sector, but primarily facilitate 

reaching effectively to people not using banking services with an offer suited for the needs of 

individual groups. 

The implementation of actions described in the Programme will cause a broadening of people having 

bank accounts and the possibility of those people using non-cash payment instruments. Making 
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transfers of pensions for people hitherto not using banking services will cause transaction cost 

reductions covered by public funds.  

Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 1.1. 

Item Activity Responsible 

organisation/s 

Deadline 

1. Developing the concept and implementing a 

payment account with basic features according 

to possible European regulations. 

Representative 

organizations associating 

payment service 

providers (ZBP, National 

Association of 

Cooperative Banks 

(KZBS), National 

Association of Credit 

Unions (KSKOK), 

PNPIO) 

 

2015-2016 

 

2. Publishing semi-annual studies analyzing the 

pricing policy of banks for standard products 

and banking services aimed at the individual 

client, identifying the average price for 

maintaining a standard account and using non-

cash payment instruments 

NBP Twice a year (March, 

September) 

3. Developing offers of payment service providers 

aimed at children and adolescents (e.g., School 

Savings Union – SKO) 

Payment service 

providers 

Continuous action 

 

4. Taking actions to encourage children, 

adolescents and their legal guardians to open 

and use specially dedicated accounts 

Payment service 

providers and 

organizations associating 

them, including ZBP and 

KZBS 

Continuous action 

 

5. Taking actions by payment service providers to 

promote and make products aimed at young 

people of 18-24 years of age attractive 

Payment service 

providers 

Continuous action 

 

6. Enlarging offers by payment service providers 

of products aimed at the elderly (+65) and 

developing friendly solutions facilitating the 

use of electronic channels, including electronic 

banking, by the elderly 

Payment service 

providers and 

organizations associating 

them, including ZBP and 

KZBS 

Continuous action 

 

7. Evaluation of the option to tie retiree/pensioner 

ID with a payment instrument 

ZUS, payment service 

providers 

2014 

8. Running a programme by non-government 

institutions on equipping especially the disabled 

and the elderly with computer stations or other 

remote measures that allow the use of electronic 

channels, including electronic banking 

Non-government 

institutions 

2014-2016 

9. Implementation of best practices in terms of 

servicing the disabled  

ZBP, banks Continuous action 

 

10. Development of a widely available manual 

concerning financial inclusion  

ZBP with cooperation of 

NBP 

H I 2014 
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Specific Objective 2 - Breaking mental barriers and changing of payment habits of 

consumers, enterprises and public institutions towards greater use of non-cash 

payments 

Action 2.1. Educational and promotional actions in non-cash payments aimed at 

consumers, entrepreneurs and public institutions. Enhancing knowledge on non-cash 

payment instruments and payment services among these groups of people 
 

Despite the growing popularity of non-cash payment forms and the improvement of the level of 

knowledge about non-cash payments, the share of this form of settling liabilities is not entirely 

satisfactory. Despite the fact that the level of security of the Polish payment sector is high and the 

number of card frauds is amongst the lowest in Europe, the public opinion still harbors a negative 

stereotype of non-cash payments or at least there is no social approval for them. New payment 

technologies that positively influence other sectors of the economy (NFC payments, mobile payments) 

are often the target of medial speculations lowering the level of social confidence in those products.   

Actions foreseen in the Programme are aimed at supporting programmes and projects enhancing 

consumer knowledge and confidence in electronic payments, including new payment technologies. 

Payment service providers and public institutions should have a coordinated and transparent 

information policy in this regard. Efforts should be aimed at efficient exchange of information, 

training materials and best practices. Currently, the exchange of information regarding existing 

training materials is very modest. Representatives of the banking environment should use improved 

educational materials. One should strive toward using best standards regarding possible methods of 

using non-cash payment forms. It is worth noting that in a field characterized by such great change 

dynamic, like it is in the field of payment services based on modern non-cash technologies, future 

actions should be consulted with interested parties at an early stage. This requires the cooperation of 

government authorities (especially legislative authorities, creating the legal and institutional 

ramifications) with the acceptors’ environment and the financial services sector.  

An equally important matter from the point of view of a participant in non-cash payments is the 

popularisation of knowledge regarding the safe performance of non-cash payments. It is necessary to 

raise awareness of users of non-cash payment forms that the safety to make transactions is dependent 

on themselves and even the best technological safety measures will fail in case of reckless human 

behaviour. Promoting specified standards of behaviour will facilitate the reduction or elimination of 

non-cash crime, simultaneously influencing the increase of the level of client confidence in non-cash 

payment forms.  
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Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 2.1. 

 
Item Activity Responsible organisation/s Deadline 

1.

  

Continuation of the “Accessible Finances” 

Academy’s educational campaign 

NBP 2014-2016 

2.  Preparation and implementation of an 

educational campaign directed to retirees 

and pensioners 

ZUS 

In cooperation with ZBP, NBP, BFG 

2014-2016 

3. Conceptual preparation and 

implementation of the “Pay zlotys with no 

cash” campaign promoting making low-

value payments (so-called micropayments) 

in non-cash form 

Coalition for Non-cash Payments and 

Micropayments 

2014-2016 

4. Taking actions aimed at making non-cash 

instruments more attractive than cash 

Payment service providers Continuous 

action 

5. Educational actions in terms of personal 

finances, including conducting “lessons in 

personal finances” in schools 

Payment systems providers, high 

schools and higher education 

institutions, non-government 

organizations, foundations, ZBP 

Continuous 

action 

6. Preparing and conducting a broad, nation-

wide educational campaign on security of 

funds deposited on payment accounts 

PNPIO Continuous 

action 

7. Preparing information materials dedicated 

to the issues of non-cash payments and 

micropayments and transferring them to the 

Scholaris, knowledge portal for teachers. 

NBP and ZBP 2014-2015 

8. Preparing content regarding non-cash 

payments and its presentation to be 

implemented in the “e-textbook for general 

education” under the “Digital school” 

programme, prepared by the University of 

Wrocław 

NBP and ZBP 2014-2015 

 

 

Action 2.2. Measures taken by payment service providers aimed at simplifying 

procedures and a more client-friendly approach, broadening fixed relations with the 

client, gaining and strengthening his trust  
 

There is a constant, current need to take and lead actions by payment service providers aimed at 

shaping the cooperation with the client. The high level of competition forces banks to create client-

friendly products and procedures. The development of innovative payment service access channels 

offers the chance to provide greater customer satisfaction and create a positive image. That is why 

providers should continue to invest in innovative payment products and simultaneously simplify 

procedures and build mechanisms allowing better identification of the clients’ needs, not only in 

relation to payment services. The opportunity to shape and increase the knowledge about the client and 

his behavior builds the client’s trust also in relation to non-cash payments. That trust is based on 

building and keeping positive relations between the bank and the client.  
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Payment service providers should conduct a policy of transparent and stable way of behaviour with 

regard to the client, especially in terms of communication policy, in such a way that the information 

provided is transparent, understandable and acceptable. If legal regulations force a high level of 

complexity of the agreement on the payment service providers, as well as providing clients with a 

large amount of information, often of little usefulness, a way of ensuring such communication should 

be developed for the client not to feel lost in a maze of complex rules and wording. The providers 

should strive to present the required scope of information in an even more transparent way. 

Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 2.2. 

 
Item Activity Responsible 

organisation/s 

Deadline 

1. Simplification of procedures, content of 

agreements and wording of regulations, as well 

as information intended for the clients  

Payment service 

providers 

2014-2015 

2. A clear presentation of fees and charges for 

individual clients and the implementation of 

effective information mechanisms in this regard 

Payment service 

providers 

2014-2015 

 

Action 2.3. Conducting in-depth studies and analyses on non-cash payments and making 

the results public 

 

There is a need for periodic studies and analyses on non-cash payments. Technological development, 

new technologies in the payment system and characteristics, which are hard to describe qualitatively 

and quantitatively, of entities participating in payment transactions are greatly variable. Studies will 

also serve to measure phenomena that are hard to quantify and no statistical data on them are 

commonly available. Some studies are conducted on a European scale, for example by the European 

Central Bank, therefore there is a need to participate in such studies to obtain comparisons with other 

countries. Some research will be needed to find base indicators and check the target monitoring 

indicators for actions and activities defined in this Programme. 

It is important to conduct further studies on costs of payment instruments also from their providers’ 

perspective. Studying the social costs of cash and non-cash payments through various payment 

instruments is also a key matter. It must be emphasized that useful studies of payment habits of 

consumers have been conducted, as well as studies of costs incurred by the acceptors. These studies 

clearly indicate why non-cash turnover is not developing as dynamically as one would hope for.  

One could also analyze the need to introduce the possibility of statutory amount limits on cash 

payments by natural persons.  
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Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 2.3. 

 
Item Activity Responsible organisation/s Deadline 

1. Conducting another  Payment Habits of 

Poles diary panel study 

NBP 2020 

2. Conducting a survey on the level of 

confidence and the use of banking services 

by Poles, entitled Attitudes of Poles towards 

non-cash payments 

NBP 2016-2020 

 

3. Conducting a study on costs of payment 

instrument 

NBP 2014-2015 

4. Update and release of material regarding the 

benefits of non-cash payments 

NBP 2014  

5. Conducting an analysis on the possibility of 

introducing amount limits on cash payments 

by natural persons and preparing 

recommendations for the Government on 

the issue 

ZBP 2014  

6. Conducting an analysis on the possibility of 

limiting cash transactions due to payment 

type and transaction value. Preparing 

recommendations for the Government on 

the issue 

ZBP 2014  
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Specific Objective 3 ‒ Popularisation of payment infrastructure and non-cash payment 

instrument acceptance network 

Action 3.1. Facilitating the development of the acceptance market through legal 

regulations – an analysis of applicable legal regulations 
 

There are many initiatives that appear when institutions associated with non-cash payments discuss 

how to popularise non-cash settlements. Some of these initiatives apply to actions to be taken directly 

by interested parties. Actions that relate to applicable laws and regulations and indicate the need to 

modify them are also very important.  

Making effective changes requires identifying areas where the modification of current regulations may 

facilitate the development of non-cash payments, as a first step. These may include, among others: tax 

reliefs for entrepreneurs actively participating in the development of non-cash payments, reliefs for 

purchase of required devices, introducing non-cash settlement as the preferred form of settlement of 

state institutions with the citizens (both payments from citizens to state institutions and benefits 

transferred by the State to citizens), settlements of employers with employees, etc. 

Identifying those areas and indicating required changes in the provisions of law requires a great 

amount of effort, however it is an effort worth incurring, from the perspective of social interest. 

Enhancing settlement security, reduction of the gray zone, lowering the costs of servicing cash – these 

are very important arguments, influencing the functioning of the Polish economy. 

Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 3.1. 

Item Activity Responsible organisation/s Deadline 

1.

  

Analysis of legal regulations for existing 

barriers to the development of non-cash 

payments 

ZBP, acceptors, clearing agents and 

other interested parties 

2014  

2.  Identification and formulation of legal 

solutions, the introduction of which may 

be stimulating for the development of non-

cash payments 

ZBP, acceptors, clearing agents and 

other interested parties 

2015-2016 

 

 

Action 3.2. The analysis of the possibility, validity and necessity of a regulator’s 

interference in the card acceptance market, relating especially to entities subject to and 

not subject to supervision 
 

The rapidly changing economic environment of functioning entities forces a constant analysis of legal 

regulations concerning their functioning method. This also applies to situations, when unbalanced 

market forces (being unfavorable to consumers and the entire economy) cause disturbances resulting 

in the disappearance of undistorted competitiveness. It is therefore required to conduct a thorough 

evaluation of national and union law in the context of necessary regulator interferences (appropriate 

authorities) to adjust arising imperfections in the way a free market is functioning. It is worth 

emphasizing that there should not be many state regulator interferences in a free-market economy; this 

however does not apply to a situation when individual relations between participants of the market are 

distorted by an imbalance in the form of disproportionate costs in relation to obtained benefits. 

Introducing any regulations must be systemic in nature. In the case of attempting functional regulation 

or supervision of non-cash payments in Poland, theirs chances to develop due to technological 

advancement or market changes will be insignificant. Only regulations or oversight of systemic nature, 
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opening a framework (legislative) room for economic activity for many entities and providing the 

authority to specified bodies/institutions to monitor occurring changes and, if needed, quickly 

correcting some of them that cause concern may, within years, speed up the desired changes in 

popularising non-cash payments in Poland, instead of inhibiting them. 

An identification of areas, where no interference from the regulator may have a negative impact on the 

growth dynamic of non-cash payments is required. This applies to a specific way of functioning of 

card organizations (not only in Poland) characterized by non-market-based method of determining fees 

of payment service users, which in consequence leads to forcing excessive costs in relation to benefits. 

Similar theses are put forward by representatives of the European Commission that confirms in its 

Green Paper, that the method of setting multilaterally agreed interchange fees raises questions, and 

the way the four party payment card scheme functions is not transparent. The European Commission 

takes a series of measures aimed at developing non-cash payments in a balanced way, taking into 

account the necessity of restricting of currently existing barriers. 

Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 3.2. 

Item Activity Responsible organisation/s Deadline 

1.

  

Evaluation of the current state of affairs, 

proposals of changes in law on a national 

and EU level. 

Clearing agents, acceptors, payment 

instrument issuers, ZBP  

2014-2015 

2.  Identification of areas, where no 

interference from the regulator may have a 

negative/restricting impact on the 

development of non-cash payments and the 

acceptance market, in particular areas of 

requirements specific for card 

organizations, and fees comprehensively 

imposed on other entities on the market. 

Clearing agents, acceptors, payment 

instrument issuers 

2016  

 

Action 3.3. Activation of acceptors relating to acceptance of non-cash payments 

 
The development of non-cash payments requires coordinated actions of many participant groups of the 

settlement market. Financial support for entrepreneurs expanding the infrastructure may help achieve 

the objectives. However, the objective will never be fully achieved without an active participation of 

non-cash payment acceptors in the process.  

The first step should involve the identification of the causes why retail and service firms guard 

themselves against implementing non-cash settlements. Instruments most commonly used today are 

transfer orders and payment cards. The case of the latter, the cause of reluctance to accept this 

payment form is identified by retail and service establishments as high service costs. Because of this, it 

is very important to, on the one hand, run educational programmes addressed to acceptors pointing out 

the benefits of non-cash payments and, on the other hand, initiate projects that, being based on non-

cash instruments, may bring specific benefits to acceptors, greater customer loyalty, for example.  

Institutions that declare the will to cooperate under the proposed Action 3 will have the option to 

jointly work on new, cheaper non-cash payment instruments and additional products that may use the 

existing infrastructure – loyalty and gifting programmes. Additionally, in cooperation with acceptor 

organizations, they will be able to support the dissemination of devices and solutions needed to accept 

non-cash payments. 

 

Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 3.3. 
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Item Activity Responsible organisation/s Deadline 

1.

  

Starting and supporting initiatives for 

creating loyalty programmes, promotional 

systems and open loop payment 

instruments, which would also cover 

acceptors from small and medium-sized 

enterprises 

Acceptors, clearing agents and other 

interested parties 

Continuous 

action 

2.  Supporting actions associated with 

introducing new, low-cost payment 

methods, including mobile payments 

Clearing agents, payment service 

providers, acceptors and other  

interested parties 

Continuous 

action 

3. Supporting actions that expand the non-

cash instrument acceptance network, 

among others through new systemic and 

hardware solutions using new or integrated 

technologies of payment acceptance 

Acceptors, clearing agents and other 

interested parties 

Continuous 

action 

4.  Taking acceptor-activating measures 

relating to acceptance of non-cash 

payments 

FROB and other organisations 

representing acceptors 

Continuous 

action 

5. Taking actions aimed at equipping all 

vending devices (vending machines) with a 

function enabling payments in non-cash 

form 

Vending devices operators Continuous 

action 

 
 

Action 3.4. Educational actions aimed for a broad group of respondents (consumers, 

interested commercial entities and media) on the issue of the functioning of modern 

payment infrastructure 
 

Knowledge and education about non-cash payments is undoubtedly one of the key factors of speed 

and scale of development of this type of payments and the success rate of implementing 

tasks/objectives described in this document. The real behavior of most people in making such a 

common and simple action as making payments for goods or services ultimately relies on education 

understood as actions aimed at the broadening of knowledge and promoting or marketing understood 

as actions aimed at emotions and habits. A seemingly natural state for everyone usually shaped at a 

young age is having/gathering cash and making payments in cash. Only through convincing and 

presenting rational arguments and training of new habits it is possible to change mentality and habit in 

the method of making payments. By definition, it should be a continuous process (continuous 

learning) addressed to specific, rather uniform groups (broken down e.g. by gender, generation, place 

of residence, education, social role etc.), periodically being more or less intense, using rather non-

schematic themes and methods and different communication channels. 

In the conditions of an overload of information around us and the multitude of media, from which we 

gather knowledge about the world, the theme of non-cash payments should be a defined and specific 

(specifically described) element/body of economic knowledge of every inhabitant of our country and 

as such it should be delivered in an orderly manner on specific stages of life:   

 as a child in a kindergarten, followed by a school, including higher education,  

 as a worker, 

 as a conscious and active citizen, a member of civil society, information society etc. 
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Such natural division emphasizes the role and responsibility of educational institutions, firms-

employers and their associations, mass-media, civic organizations etc. in creating bodies of knowledge 

regarding non-cash payments and its dissemination to its members. As in the case of Action 3, a 

leading institution (e.g. as a special council, advisory body to already existing structures) should exist 

for building and updating the body of knowledge on the aforementioned topic, and initiating and 

coordinating even in the slightest way the distribution of such materials and cyclic promotional actions 

on a supra-local scale, i.e. regional and especially national scale. 

Given that many of the concepts/elements of the economic education, including those concerning 

payment transactions, especially classic ones such as, for example, transfer order, savings account, 

payment, investment and so on are described in routine, standardized and mass contacts between 

clients and other bank-led financial companies serving the clients, the problem of intensifying 

education in this area should focus on: some general issues (such as, security of non-cash payments, 

the benefits of such solutions for individuals and society as a whole, etc.), periodically giving more 

publicity to the major issues (like the former national campaign of “October ‒ a month of savings” or 

other contemporary social campaigns), as well as on financial and marketing support of new, but still 

verified in at least a minimal capacity, payment methods that expand a range of tools used in non-cash 

payments, with particular emphasis on the tools that are or may be the most effective and convenient.  

Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 3.4. 

Item Activity Responsible organization/s Deadline 

1.

  

Considering the creation of a body 

coordinating educational activities.  

Interested parties H I 2014 

2.  A review and an analysis of existing 

propaganda programmes, institutions and 

platforms dealing with education in the 

field of non-cash payments 

Interested parties HI 2014 

3. Developing coordination rules for the 

aforementioned actions and, on that basis, 

implementing the first social action on the 

issue of non-cash payments as a whole or 

its selected elements 

Interested parties H II 2014 

4. Broadening of educational actions with 

new issues and new partners 

Interested parties Continuous 

action after 

2015   

 

Action 3.5. Expansion of the acceptance network of local government payments which 

may be made only in non-cash form (e.g. subsidies, payments of grants, social benefits) 
 

Cashless payment for liabilities to local governments and non-cash settlement of local governments 

with citizens – these are the areas that can and should be regulated through proper legislative 

initiatives. Their importance for promoting safe non-cash payments is paramount – it is hard to 

encourage solutions that are not used by institutions strongly connected to the state, including, among 

others, local governments. Apart from a considerably more efficient supervision of such payments and 

the increase of user security, a significant argument for non-cash payments is the opportunity to 

include local governments in the continuous process of educating the society. Lack of knowledge 

about available non-cash instruments and security of their use is often indicated as the reason for the 

low level of use of non-cash payments. Local governments have a huge role to play in this regard, but 

the effectiveness of these actions will be small, if they themselves do not give an example. 
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The introduction of the obligation to use non-cash payments can seemingly appear to be unduly 

burdensome from the perspective of users, but it is fully justified. It is very important that the process 

was held in accordance with legal provisions ‒ hence the need to verify the relevant legislation and to 

modify it wherever necessary. 

 

Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 3.5. 

Item Activity Responsible organisation/s Deadline 

1. Cooperating with local governments and 

their associations on the identification of 

operation types, where the introduction of 

the obligation to use non-cash payments 

would be economically and socially 

justified 

NBP, ZBP 2014-2015 

2. Cooperating with local governments and 

their associations on the verification of 

compliance with provisions of the 

introduction of the non-cash payments 

requirement 

NBP, ZBP 2014-2015 

3. Cooperating with local governments and 

their associations on the preparation of 

proposals of changing legal provisions 

NBP, ZBP 2015-2016 

 

Action 3.6. Taking promotional and educational actions on cash back service 
 

Education and promotion of the cash back service has the following sense and merit: it is essentially a 

combination of traditional ties to cash and the freedom to use it in trade with the access to funds in a 

way corresponding to modern non-cash solutions. In this manner, by small steps, it is possible to 

influence the part of client populace that at this point have a low level of confidence in the 

effectiveness and reliability of non-cash instruments, and simultaneously provide them with their own 

cash deposited earlier on the accounts. 

A prerequisite of an effective promotional/educational action on the cash back service is the creation 

or certainty that the infrastructure required for this type of service (starting from legislative solutions 

to actual preparation of establishments for cash payouts in this mode) is prepared and works 

efficiently.  

Based on previous cash back transactions executed by card holders in individual banks and focus 

research conducted on a chosen group/groups of populace potentially most interested in this type of 

transaction, it is possible, in turn to prepare an attractive (substantively, graphically, with prizes etc.) 

1-2 month-long campaign targeting chosen groups of people and conducted through the maximum 

number of channels (electronic and printed media, outdoor advertising, social media etc.). Good 

coordination between cooperating payment service providers is a necessary condition for this 

campaign to work, along with achieving the scale effect. 

Monitoring of this action is required along its course to flexibly modify it, should such need arise (e.g. 

modification of arguments, slogans, concentration of forces and assets on specific groups of people or 

locations etc.) and, after its completion, a solid analysis of mainly its effectiveness and preparation for 

another edition, where the previously used solutions/methods/communication channels could be used 

with even greater effect. 
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The action should be given much media and substantive coverage, which of course, during its 

preparation and when active, does not exclude actions on a smaller scale, more cameral or more 

specialized, for example guided conferences or workshops for e.g. journalists from media acquired as 

patrons or partners of this enterprise. 

During this action, providing fast, up-to-date information about the actual increase of transactions 

executed through cash back will be very important (providing such information with great frequency, 

e.g. during the final of the Great Orchestra of Christmas Charity greatly improves the final result).  

 

Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 3.6. 

Item Activity Responsible 

organisation/s 

Deadline 

1. Implementing recommendations provided in the NBP 

report of 2014 by, among others, the banking sector, 

clearing agents and acceptors 

NBP, interested parties 2014-2016 

2. Organizing a panel concerning the cash back service 

during a conference on card market  

NBP, Medien Service 2014-2016 

3. Organizing a promotional campaign on the cash back 

service, including the preparation of a handbook on the 

cash back service for acceptors and consumers  

Payment service 

providers, interested 

parties 

2014-2015 

 

4. Conducting a comprehensive re-analysis (against the 

year 2013) based on surveys on the cash back service  

NBP 2016 

5. Gathering and publishing cyclic statistical data on the 

cash back service 

NBP, payment service 

providers 

Continuous action 

6. Developing the cash back offer by payment service 

providers, including the expansion of the subjective 

and objective scope 

Payment service 

providers 

Continuous action 

 

Action 3.7. Actions aimed at expanding the ATM network and other customer-operated 

vending machines and their functionality 
 

The increase of the number of ATMs in Poland and their installation in a greater scope than currently 

in less urbanized regions are considered as very important tasks. Similarly to the cash back service, 

ATMs comprise an element of the transition from the cash culture to a non-cash instrument culture. 

The problem is very complex, however, as on the one hand the ATM itself as a device and its constant 

maintenance is very expensive, on the other hand, the situation is complicated by the ambiguity 

regarding the possible translation of lowering interchange fees in card transactions into settlements 

between entities organizing ATM transactions, including charges made to the client withdrawing cash. 

The arguments for modern ATMs are their scope of ever growing functionalities (such as charging 

pre-paid phones, possible payout of social benefits) available for everyone, 24/7/365. A 

complimentary, and perhaps, over time, competitive to ATMs, even as multi-purpose devices in the 

perspective of the next 10 years will be the development of cell phones, especially smartphones. 

Fortunately, currently the two devices may cooperate with each other, which greatly enhances the 

infrastructure needed for the functioning of non-cash turnover in Poland. Its elements are also other 

specialized customer-operated devices (such as cash deposit machines), but the dominance of ATMs, 

in terms of quantity, is undeniable in this scope, also in a perspective of the next few years.  

Referring to the high cost of ATMs and costs of their operation, a key condition for the development 

of their network is and will remain the economic efficiency for the owners/organizers of such projects. 

In this sense, any measure concerning marketing moves for the development of ATM networks makes 

sense only when they are calculated/coupled with the increasing number of people using banking 

products in environments far lagging behind in this respect, increased requirements concerning 
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documenting transactions, broadening the scope of non-cash settlements payable in local transactions 

(local government administration), finding support (administrative and financial) in reducing the cost 

of installing infrastructure elements, increasing seasonal locations of mobile ATMs in periodically 

attractive localities and during mass events. 

Due to the above arguments and the current situation, this is a continuous action and dependent on 

specific events/phenomena occurring on the market, such as, for example entering into force of 

specific “pro-ATM” recommendations or the statutory determination of interchange fees in Poland in 

recent years. 

The members of the Payment System Council decided in 2013 on the creation of the Working Group 

for ATM fees. The main task of the Working Group will be to elaborate opinions and 

recommendations on the operating method of the market in this field. The work results will be 

presented on the Council meeting in 2014. 

Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 3.7. 

Item Activity Responsible organisation/s Deadline 

1.

  

Implementation of the recommendation of 

the Working Group for ATM fees by the 

Payment System Council, regarding the 

actions of market entities 

ATM operators and other entities, to 

which the recommendation will be 

directed 

2014-2016 
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Specific Objective 4 – Ensuring security and effectiveness of electronic payment 

instruments, expansion of their offer and development of innovative payment 

instruments 

Action 4.1. Educational and promotional actions on electronic payment instrument 

security 
 

A primarily educational action aimed at raising the level of knowledge and awareness of users of 

payment instruments in the field of security solutions dedicated to service non-cash payment. This 

action is focused primarily on individual customers, but an important group of target recipients are 

also legal persons, particularly small enterprises. 

In the implementation of the actions, both direct educational and promotional meetings are foreseen, 

as well as publications, online communication and activities to support the protection of users of 

electronic payment instruments in emergency situations.  

Implementation of an educational task stems especially from the fact that solutions for servicing 

payments existing on the market, including innovative solutions, are characterized by a high level of 

security. A relative low level of confidence permeates among many users of electronic payment 

instruments, especially in relation to new solutions.  

Raising the level of knowledge and awareness about the safety of electronic payment instruments is 

crucial for the popularisation of the transition to cashless solutions. On the basis of confidence in the 

solutions applied a decision is made about their choice. The key in this case is a sense of security, so 

often recently challenged in the media by publicising cases of abuse, which de facto can be avoided by 

having wider knowledge. The action taken is to be a counterweight to the negative campaigning by 

teaching how to use commercially available secure electronic payment instruments, while promoting 

these solutions both in relationships with users, as well as with the media.   

Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 4.1. 

Item Activity Responsible organisation/s Deadline 

1. Conducting educational and promotional 

actions regarding payment security (e.g. a 

cycle of meetings, also with the media). 

ZBP/NBP/FDNP/Medien 

Service or other interested 

parties 

Continuous action 

2. Preparing a handbook entitled  
“Debunking the myths” 

NBP in cooperation with ZBP 

and other interested parties 

2014-2015 

3.  Creating a website dedicated to non-cash 

payments and settlements (and a 

discussion forum) 

 NBP in cooperation with ZBP 

and other interested parties 

2014-2016 

4. Promoting solutions raising the security of 

electronic payment instrument, including 

creating a single telephone number to 

block a payment instrument  

ZBP and other interested parties Continuous action 

5. Implementing the recommendation of the 

Payment System Council on  raising 

awareness of proximity card holders. 

Payment organizations, payment 

card issuers, clearing agents, 

ZBP 

Continuous action 
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Action 4.2. Analyzing available/offered technological solutions on the market (e.g. cloud 

computing) with regard their security for both providers and beneficiaries of payment 

services 
 

The action aimed at reviewing existing technological solutions, which electronic payment instruments 

are based on, in terms of their security. Expected activities focus on the analysis of available 

instruments, but shall also consider the sphere of users through the planned verification of their needs 

and preferences in this respect. 

Meetings with experts are planned as part of the implementation of the action, as well as publications 

of studies ‒ the results of the comparative analysis ‒ and taking actions of a standardizing character. 

Implementation of the action is recommended because of a persistent lack of detailed analyses and 

studies that describe the existing technological solutions for technology security. Available 

publications are fragmentary and do not represent the full spectrum of solutions. They are also often 

aimed at promoting a particular supplier, therefore lacking objectivity and technological neutrality. 

Based on the analyses, it will be possible to make a full comparison of existing solutions, both within 

the market and with respect to European standards. It will also be easier to develop common standards 

which increase the level of security of new instruments, taking into account the technological aspects 

and the perception of these solutions by users.  

The steps assumed in the implementation of the action will form the basis for the promotion of the use 

of electronic payment instruments and development of standards which additionally increase the level 

of technological security of existing and new solutions.  

Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 4.2. 

Item Activity Responsible 

organisation/s 

Deadline 

1. Meetings within the framework of the Banking 

Technology Forum and the Electronic Banking 

Council, with possible participation of invited 

entities  

ZBP/Banking 

Technology 

Forum/Group for Cloud 

Computing and other 

interested parties 

Continuous action 

2. Preparing comparative studies on available 

products by working groups by the ZBP and 

delegated employees of interested parties 

NBP/Banks/ZBP/Banking 

Technology Forum 

2014-2015 

3. Analysis of existing standards in the EU and 

their implementation in Poland 

ZBP Continuous action 

4. Establishing cooperation with entities 

representing the interests of technology 

providers (non-members) 

Banking Technology 

Forum/ZBP/NBP/FDNP 

and other interested 

parties 

Continuous action 

5. Preparing a banking remote identification 

standard and client’s electronic identity.  

ZBP, banks, Polish 

Chamber of Information 

Technology and 

Telecommunications 

(PIIT), Task Group for e-

administration, e-business 

and information society 

(Electronic Banking 

Council of the ZBP), 

Banking Technology 

Forum, Medien Service 

2014 -2015, 

Not later than by the 

time of preparation of 

the EU regulation 

6. Preparing a study regarding ideal 

characteristics of model payment instruments 

ZBP/NBP and other 

interested parties 

2014-2016 
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from the point of view of the client, the 

enterprise and the supply side, aimed at 

adapting them to needs and possibilities 

 

Action 4.3. Supporting and promoting solutions regarding payments effective for 

beneficiaries (individual clients and entrepreneurs) 
 

Individual clients and entrepreneurs are the recipients of payment services offered by the supply side 

of the market. The demand side of the market plays a very important role in the proper method of 

functioning of the payment market. The development of non-cash payments must be accompanied by 

the appropriate pace of development of payment instruments, which serve as a tool for making 

payments by customers. Friendly to use features of the new method of payment have a decisive impact 

on the acceptance by customers of an innovative tool and its mass adoption. 

Reviews of existing standards for payment are important activities. The results of the reviews provide 

a basis for the creation of new standards, devoid of defects, with much more user-friendly features. 

Interoperability of individual standards may play a key role, the features of which can contribute to 

creating effective models of cooperation.  

Preparing recommendations for users on the security and effectiveness of individual payment 

instruments is intended to build awareness of the benefits of the use of modern and secure payment 

instruments. Recommendations presented in a friendly form will gradually break developed mentality 

barriers and will intensify the use of various cashless payment instruments.  

The adaptation of national payment instruments to European standards will be critical in the context of 

balancing the possible differences in the way they operate. Guidelines developed at European level 

should be implemented into national conditions in order to increase security and transparency in the 

way they operate. 

Increasing competition on the market of payment service providers is crucial from the point of view of 

increasing the efficiency of their operation, including their security. Increasing security awareness of 

innovative payment instruments can contribute to the execution of payments between individuals on a 

mass scale (P2P). Currently, this payments area is not exploited because of lack of appropriate 

(friendly, fast and secure) solutions. The potential for market development in this area is huge and it is 

possible to use it, having regard to bank accounts as a source of money for this type of transactions. A 

key feature which must characterize an acceptable payment instrument by the customer is the 

immediacy and certainty (guarantee) of a transfer of funds from the account to an account in a few 

seconds.   

Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 4.3. 

Item Activity Responsible organisation/s Deadline 

1. Reviewing existing standards and creating 

and supporting standards regarding 

payments (including for interoperability) 

ZBP/Electronic Banking 

Council/Banking Technology 

Forum/FDNP/PNPIO, or other 

interested parties 

Continuous action 

2. Preparing recommendations for users 

regarding the security and effectiveness of 

payment instruments 

ZBP/Electronic Banking 

Council/ Electronic Transaction 

Security Forum/FDNP/other 

interested parties 

2014-2016 

3. Adapting national payment instruments to 

European standards (e.g. PZ to SDD) 

subject to supporting local solutions 

consistent with the Programme 

NBP/ZBP/NIH and other 

interested parties 

Continuous action 

4. Supporting the creation of safe and Payment service providers and Continuous action 
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effective payment instruments enabling 

payments between natural persons (P2P), 

including instruments based on bank 

accounts 

all interested parties 

5. Implementing the recommendations of the 

Payment System Council on upgrading 

procedures related to issuing proximity 

cards and establishing the division of 

liability for unauthorized transactions 

between the card issuer and its owner 

Payment card issuers HI 2014 

 

Action 4.4. Creating conditions for the emergence of alternative non-cash payment 

instruments, including those using the existing infrastructure 

 

The existence of favorable conditions for the emergence of alternative payment instruments will help 

to develop initiatives in innovative solutions that impact an increase in the competitiveness of the 

Polish market for payment services. Climate of change, market niches, the growth potential of the 

market are key motivational factors for entities that may offer products and services more tailored to 

the needs of the demand side of the market (customers and acceptors).  

Market monitoring and analysis of emerging solutions carried out on the initiative of individual market 

participants contribute to a picture of the market, based on which it will be possible to credibly 

formulate market weaknesses, lack of effective operation of individual cells and define the possibility 

of cooperation. Analysis of the mode of action of emerging systems can help identify the most 

favorable market solutions and initiate their popularisation.  

The high potential for development of the Polish market, in terms of non-cash payments, should be 

used taking into account the current infrastructure for accepting and settling card transactions. The 

currently functioning model of cooperation between clearing agents and acceptors, and delivered 

infrastructure today is used not only to accept card payments. Possible installation of additional 

applications on payment terminals may increase the range of services offered by the acceptor without 

incurring unnecessary expenditure on additional hardware. Selected clearing agents with direct links to 

various banks, where the clients’ accounts are held, can offer solutions using pre-built infrastructure 

and proven methods for data transmission security at advantageous and cost-effective model of 

cooperation for each of the participants. 

Creation of a catalogue of incentives and the implementation of its individual components for those 

building secure and effective non-cash payment instruments will increase the offer from the supply 

side of the market. Considering the multitude of solutions offered there is the possibility of 

cooperation using the best features of each solution. It will also be a favourable situation for those who 

want to integrate the most user-friendly solutions and build synergies of built payment systems. 

Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 4.4. 

Item Activity Responsible organisation/s Deadline 

1. Monitoring of the market and the analysis of 

emerging solutions 

Clearing 

agents/acceptors/payment 

service providers 

Continuous action 

2. Verifying solutions for the use of the 

existing infrastructure and the necessity of 

possible upgrade, modernization, change 

Clearing 

agents/acceptors/payment 

service providers 

Continuous action 

3. Creating a catalogue of incentives for entities 

building secure and effective non-cash 

payment instruments 

Clearing 

agents/acceptors/payment 

service providers 

Continuous action 
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Specific Objective 5 ‒ Increasing competitiveness on the payment and settlement 

services market 

 

Action 5.1. Supporting innovative payment schemes aimed at the development of non-

cash payments and competition in the payments market 

 

A wider range of competitive services allow consumers and businesses to choose payment instruments 

that best meet their needs. Competition between payment service providers reduces costs and prices of 

services. Currently used pricing conventions do not allow consumers to make an efficient choice of 

payment method due to the lack of cost transparency of payment instruments. In the context of the 

creation of the Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA), it is necessary to create conditions that support 

competition and innovation, allowing the new payment schemes arise to weaken the dominant position 

of the two international card schemes. Such an approach to the changes in the payments market is now 

common for the Polish Government and the European Commission, and generally presented in official 

positions and consultation documents (see also e.g., European Commission
1
). 

In the new payment schemes, the position of banks and new categories of entities ‒ payment 

institutions and electronic money institutions should be equal. This increases the likelihood of 

implementation of innovations desired by the users of payment services that will not consolidate the 

position of existing players and serve the realization of extraordinary profits. Non-bank payment 

service providers can work with banks, while simultaneously being their competitors (co-opetition).  

Mobile payments and universal commerce are at an early stage of development, so it is pointless to 

inhibit their development by premature standardization, but it is reasonable to monitor different 

markets, so that resulting solutions may at some point become interoperable, allowing supranational 

integration.  

Supporting innovative payment schemes that serve to develop non-cash payments and competition in 

the payments market is not necessarily linked exclusively with regulatory actions. In contrast, the 

natural action that stakeholders of non-cash payments should take is to study the market for emerging 

innovative projects and evaluate their potential, so that they can engage in these ones that have the best 

prognosis. Poland lacks incubators of innovation, not only in the payments industry, but also in other 

sectors of the economy. It is worth trying to support endeavours to create them and enable a variety of 

innovation-oriented government projects, which in some respects may contribute to the development 

of cashless transactions and competition in the payments market. An indispensable element that has a 

positive impact on the payments market is to build awareness of consumers, acceptors and other 

entities, educational activities and promoting effective solutions through campaigns and conferences.  

                                                             
1 “Green Paper – Towards an integrated European market for card, internet and mobile payments”, Brussels, 

January 2012. 
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Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 5.1. 

Item Activity Responsible 

organisation/s 

Deadline 

1. Studying the market for emerging innovative 

projects and evaluating their potential 

 

 

NBP, FDNP, ZBP, 

PNPIO, CAC 

Continuous action 

2. Supporting initiatives of building an incubator 

of innovation and an entity responsible for 

lease-up of payment projects, participating in 

other pro-innovation government programmes 

NBP, FDNP, higher 

education institutions, 

payment service providers 

and payment systems 

providers, 

Continuous action 

3. Coordinated preparation and leading 

educational and promotional campaigns, 

organizing conferences  

FDNP, ZBP, PNPIO, 

Medien Service 

Continuous action 

 
 

Action 5.2. Supporting the creation of a pro-innovative and competitive Polish payment 

ecosystem ‒ a platform of cooperation of all entities involved in payments 

 

In an industry characterized as a network, it is important to balance the interests of all market 

participants and build a broad platform of cooperation between different entities from the supply side 

and the demand side of the market. Overcoming the problem of critical mass requires the joint efforts 

of payment service providers and other participants in the market infrastructure and greater 

involvement of acceptors and consumers. New payment systems that enhance competition and foster 

reductions in costs and prices of payment services are likely to arise when market payments growth 

barriers are removed and cooperation will be established between many entities from different sides of 

the market. Barriers should be identified and sometimes divergent interests of the payment participants 

should be reconciled. Currently, the cost of card transactions is determined by the structure of the 

excessive internal charges fixed arbitrarily in the dominant four-party payment card model. In Poland, 

the prepayment mechanism is so far gaining limited popularity in the segment of mass retail payments. 

In order to popularise non-cash payments the problem of a low-cost source of money available under 

discretionary or debiting mode should be directly addressed. Developing low-cost payment systems 

that safely provide access to payment accounts will serve the beneficiaries of payments, including 

consumers, businesses, including acceptors, as well as public institutions. Banks and new payment 

service providers ‒ payment institutions and electronic money institutions will also benefit from them, 

as it will increase the market of non-cash payments and the possibility of realizing income will grow. 

Payments are a complementary product in relation to other value-added services that can be 

recognized by consumers who use digital wallets. 

One of the challenges remains the development of the concept of electronic money with the features 

and benefits of cash. So far, electronic money in its current form is not widespread virtually anywhere 

in the world (with the exception of Singapore and Hong Kong), so one should look for alternative 

models that might take into account the greater needs of Polish monetary authorities, and 

simultaneously fit in market realities. 

Implementation of the action requires a sequence of activities, starting with the understanding of the 

needs of market participants, including the characteristics of payment instruments preferred by 

different entities, and identification of barriers to payments market growth. Support should be given to 

any initiative to build new payment systems, as well as to modernize the existing systems and use 

them in new configurations and types of money transfers. Creation of new payment systems and 
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institutions focused on the implementation of innovative solutions (including, for example, creation of 

a national electronic money institution) should be preceded by appropriate conceptual work.  

Proposed scope and schedule of implementing Action 5.2. 

Item Activity Responsible organisation/s Deadline 

1. Understanding the needs of market participants, 

defining barriers of payment market growth, 

including the use of the results of actions 

specified in Objective 4, Action 2, Activity 6 

NBP, FDNP, ZBP, PNPIO, 

CAC 

2014  

2. Supporting initiatives to create new payment 

systems 

FDNP, interested 

institutions such as: ZBP, 

PNPIO, Faculty of 

Management of the 

University of Warsaw, 

Chamber of e-Commerce 

Continuous action 

3. Developing the assumptions and rules of 

operation of new payment systems, including 

those concerning access to liquidity on payment 

accounts 

Interested institutions, 

including FDNP, Faculty of 

Management of the 

University of Warsaw 

2014-2015, possibly 

subsequent years of 

the Programme 

4. Analyzing the possibility of creating a national 

electronic money institution and developing its 

concept 

Faculty of Management of 

the  University of Warsaw 

and other interested entities 

2014-2015 

 
 

 


